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Synopsis

Created through a "student-tested, faculty-approved" review process with thousands of students and hundreds of faculty, EXPLORACIONES is an engaging and accessible solution to accommodate the diverse lifestyles of today’s learners.
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Customer Reviews

Get Ahead with Blitt/Casas’ Exploraciones. View larger View larger View larger View larger Develop your Skills. You will develop your listening skills through a targeted strategies and activities applied to real-world audio clips. Next you will hone in on reading and interpretative skills by viewing authentic, real-world documents. Focus on Practical Topics. Exploraciones accommodates the diverse learning styles of today’s students by focusing on practical topics and tasks that appeal to a range of ages and life experiences. This focus is evident in the subject matter of the activities and exercises, the style of the illustrations and photos, and the attention paid to careers that require proficiency in Spanish. Unique Online Learning Tools. A full suite of unique online learning tools that appeal to different learning styles is available to students with the purchase of a new book. Quizzes, audio downloads, video downloads, a media-rich eBook, and more are only a click away. Chapter-in-Review Cards. Chapter-in-Review Cards are included at the back of the Student Edition, and provide students a portable study tool.
Elevate Thinking Through Listening, Speaking, Reading, and Writing Activities with iLrn.

View larger View larger View larger View larger Succeed in Your Course with iLrn. Created specifically for languages, iLrn is an all-in-one course management system developed to elevate thinking through listening, speaking, reading, and contextualized writing activities. Its ease of use, communication tools, and superior content helps you succeed in the course. iLrn gives you everything to master the course. The audio and video-enhanced learning environment includes an audio-enhanced eBook with integrated activities, companion videos, an online workbook and lab manual with audio, an interactive voice board, interactive enrichment activities, diagnostic activities that generate your own personalized study plan, and access to a variety of online tutoring services.

Elevate Thinking. iLrn resources allow you to learn basic vocabulary and grammar, and apply what you learn using communication tools. Use the Voiceboard to record your interactions with your instructor and classmates in the language you are learning.

Promote Better Outcomes. Self-assessments generate an individualized study plan, linking you to resources that help you accomplish course objectives while empowering you to learn.
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